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– Introduction of NCDOT staff in attendance
– Review of past update meeting questions and responses
– Project update
– Questions and comments for the panel

NCDOT Staff

Jerry Jennings
Division Engineer
NCDOT Highway Division 1

Pablo Hernandez, PE
Resident Engineer
NCDOT Highway Division 1

David Hering, PE
Design Build Project Engineer
NCDOT Design Build Unit
Jennifer Evans, PE
Team Lead
NCDOT Project Management Unit

John Conforti, REM
Senior Project Manager
NCDOT Project Management Unit

Diane Wilson
Sr. Public Involvement Officer
NCDOT Public Involvement, Community Studies and Visualization Unit
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What we heard
at the September 26, 2019
update meeting
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Are the sandbags at the end of Mirlo being removed?
Are the dunes being leveled?
Is anything being done to stop Mirlo flooding after removal?
Are any sandbags from the S-curves to Blue Sea to remain?
− The current alignment of N.C. 12 within the Pea Island National Wildlife
Refuge (“the Refuge”) was constructed within an easement granted to
NCDOT from the Refuge
− The new bridge will bypass approximately 1.8 miles of existing N.C. 12
pavement within the Refuge. That portion of the existing transportation
easement between the southern Refuge boundary and the northern bridge
terminus shall be returned to the Refuge
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Continued …

− A requirement of the easement deed is that NCDOT regrade the roadbed,
including but not limited to, the pavement area, embankments and/or
roadway ditches and shall return the area to a condition similar to its
surroundings
− Per our current Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA) permit and past
permit(s) the sandbags both within the Refuge and outside of the Refuge
are permitted for the purpose of protecting N.C. 12.
− Upon completion of the bridge and removal of the 1.8-mile section of
current N.C. 12, the CAMA permit for the B-2500B project stipulates that all
sandbags permitted to protect that portion of N.C. 12 within the Refuge shall
be removed
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Continued …

− Any sandbags protecting N.C. 12 from the northern terminus of the
B-2500B bridge northward would still be needed to protect N.C. 12 and
thus remain in place
− Any sandbag or modification within the CAMA Area of Environmental
Concern (AEC) that is needed for any other purpose requires permitting
by CAMA
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Is N.C. 12 being removed the full length of the refuge?
Will NCDOT be funding maintenance of the portion left?
− Only that portion of N.C. 12 within the Refuge that extends from the
southern boundary of the Refuge to the northern terminus of the bridge
(approximately 1.8 miles) will be removed
− The section of existing N.C. 12 between the roundabout and the Refuge
boundary will be retained and maintained by NCDOT as a local road
serving adjacent development. This road will end approximately 33 feet
south of the Refuge Boundary
− NCDOT will continue to maintain the remaining portion of N.C. 12
located within the existing easement north of the northern terminus of
the bridge
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Can N.C. 12 through the refuge be kept
so if there’s an issue with the bridge/accident etc?
As stated above, the easement deed from the Refuge requires NCDOT
remove that portion of roadway between the southern boundary of the
Refuge and the northern terminus of the bridge
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What is the height (and all dimensions) of the bridge?
What is the distance from shore at the center?
− The NCDOT contract requires the elevation of the bottom of the lowest beam or girder (low
chord) of the main bridge to be 17 feet mean sea level (MSL) or higher
Based on MSL in Pamlico Sound:
− The bridge will provide approximately 17 to19 feet of clearance under the low chord
− The bridge deck will be approximately 24.5 feet above MSL
− A 3-foot high parapet wall and 2-foot bicycle rail will be added
− Total height of the bridge to approximately 29.5 feet above MSL
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What is the height (and all dimensions) of the bridge?
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Bent and Offset from Shore
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Can anything be done to notify residents/visitors
when pile driving will be occurring?
− Per the Contract, pile strikes shall not occur between 9 p.m. and 8 a.m.
− As the Resident Engineer stated at the September 26 Question and
Answer session, there could be pile driving any day construction
activities are occurring
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As NCDOT deals with the Refuge on sandbags and other
issues, do the environmental agencies get to weigh in on
decisions or is it just up to the refuge what they want?
Each agency is responsible for the resource
under their purview and within their jurisdiction
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Can a schedule (updated regularly) be placed on the
website so people know what to expect when?

− A look ahead for the next month’s planned Construction Activities
is posted on the project website by the 27th of the prior month
https://www.ncdot.gov/projects/nc-12-rodanthe/Pages/planned-construction
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Can a lane be added coming off the bridge to avoid the
roundabout – less traffic in roundabout and then cars going
south rather than turning off don’t have to be in the
roundabout?
− Based on the traffic analysis, a slip lane on the roundabout is not warranted
− Additionally, adding the suggested slip lane would greatly increase the right
of way impacts to the west of the roundabout
− NCDOT hosted a Public Meeting in Spring 2017 to present a design-build
modification involving changing the proposed standard “T” type intersection
at the landfall at the south end of the new bridge and N.C. 12 to a single
lane roundabout
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Continued …

− NCDOT projected traffic volumes through 2040 and performed operational
analysis on both the T intersection and the proposed single lane roundabout.
The roundabout design provided better capacity and functionality than the “T”
type intersection
− The roundabout will operate at an overall level of service (LOS) A in the year
2040.
− The originally proposed “T” type intersection would operate at a LOS F in the
year 2040 for westbound turning movements. This indicates that with the “T”
intersection, a line of vehicles exceeding 800 feet in length can be anticipated
− Based on the LOS F, the “T” intersection would require a future traffic signal,
which poses future design and maintenance issues associated with high wind
speeds and power outages
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Continued …

− The Federal Highway Administration has noted that roundabouts can
provide many benefits, including safety and efficiency. Roundabouts have
a calming effect to traffic and provide a more aesthetically pleasing design
than a standard intersection
− For more information on roundabouts please feel free to visit the NCDOT
Roundabouts page:
https://www.ncdot.gov/initiatives-policies/Transportation/safety-mobility/roundabouts/
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What is being done about the canal zone?
− The short-term solution is that NCDOT Maintenance Forces will
continue to maintain the roadway to the best of their ability
− NCDOT will continue providing personnel and equipment to clear sand
as weather events necessitate
− To assist with identifying longer term solutions, NCDOT implemented
the Coastal Monitoring Program in 2011
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Trash accumulates – some from construction crews –
can NCDOT clean up on a schedule?
− NCDOT has discussed this concern with the Contractor and is committed
to keeping the work area clean
− There are areas close to the shore where shallow water impedes cleanup efforts from the water and private property blocks clean-up efforts from
the land
− NCDOT will continue to monitor this issue
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Staging area is up so high water runs off and onto Pappy Lane
parcels. What is NCDOT going to do to address that flooding?
− The Contractor’s staging area is graded and sloped such that water does not
flow toward Pappy Lane and instead goes toward the south
− The Contractor intentionally sloped the staging area to avoid draining water
into the wetland areas and to contain water runoff within NCDOT right of way
and staging area
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Is NCDOT taking the house at the end of Pappy Lane?
The Hadley Property located at 23176 Pappy Lane (Dare County parcel
12471003) has been acquired by NCDOT as part of this project

When will NCDOT be handling property damage claims?
Concerns and claims should be discussed directly with NCDOT and will
be handled accordingly
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When crews come down Pappy Lane, they’re in full safety gear.
Residents are 15 yards from the construction area.
People come down Pappy to just look. Can that be safe?
Construction staff are required to be in compliance with all applicable Federal,
State and Local laws, ordinances and regulations governing safety
The use of personal protective equipment, such as reflective safety vests and
hard hats are standard items that are worn at all times whether a worker is
directly within the work zone or travelling between work zones

Can the public be stopped?
Suggest shutting down Pappy Lane to the public.
Pappy Lane is not a state route therefore NCDOT does not have the authority
to shut down Pappy Lane
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Can a community group be formed
to work ‘with’ the community?
The intent of NCDOT is to work with the community through the quarterly
meetings, monthly schedule updates to the website, and through
interactions with our staff.
We have and will continue to actively listen to your concerns and are
working to continue to be good partners with the community.
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There was discussion on looking at alternatives for access
from the other side of bridge.
NCDOT talked about building platforms. Was that scrapped?
− At NCDOT’s request, and based on previous public comments, the Design
Build Teams bidding on the project provided ideas for possible future access
for non-motorized water sports to the west side of the Pamlico sound.
− Any future development and construction of this type facility was not
intended to be part of the B-2500B project.
− The ideas NCDOT solicited are a starting point for conversations between
Dare County, NCDOT and other potential partners.
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During periods of high winds, will the bridge be closed?
What is the NCDOT criteria for closing the bridge
during high winds?
− Bridge closure decisions are made by local emergency management/law
enforcement, not by NCDOT.
− The previous Bonner bridge was closed during storm events at the discretion
of local emergency management/law enforcement.
− The previous Bonner bridge was also closed after major storm events to
allow NCDOT’s Locations and Surveys Unit to perform sonar surveys of the
bottom of the inlet to determine if scour around the piles had reached certain
critical levels. The new structure eliminates the need for that.
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December 5, 2019 Update

December 4, 2019
Construction on the bridge is approximately
24% complete
____________________________
Expenditures as of November 22, 2019
$74,881,398
Overall Contract Value $145,336,271
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December 4, 2019
24 of 108 Bents have been installed
(92 of 344 piles)
____________________________
13 of 107 Deck Spans have been cast
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December 4, 2019
On the north end of the project, erection of the
first section of the work trestle is nearly
complete and will be up and running
to begin construction.
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December 4, 2019
Earthwork for the roundabout is underway
Weather Permitting, work will continue with paving and concrete
work over the winter
_______________________________________
Work Zone ‘One Lane Closures” will be needed for various
operations during roundabout connection to N.C. 12 and the
adjacent side streets
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December 4, 2019
Work Zone ‘One Lane Closures’ will be
needed for various operations during
roundabout connection to N.C. 12 and the
adjacent side streets.
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December 4, 2019
Stage 1 of the water line relocation at the
south end is complete
Stage 2 is likely to take place during the
fall of 2020
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December 4, 2019
NCDOT is working with CHEC and other
utilities to relocate their lines to the bridge
__________________________
The Contractor continues to hire staff to have
full labor complements on the North and
South Ends of the project.
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December 4, 2019

Bridge completion is still projected for
early 2021 but this may shift
due to weather and other factors
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Contact Information
Pablo Hernandez
NCDOT Resident Engineer’s Office – Manteo
252-473-3637
NC12-Rodanthe@publicinput.com
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Next Update
March 5, 2020
6-8 p.m.
Same Venue
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